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1 Introduction

1.1 terms and concepts important, even if you never make a circuit
1.1.1 work with engineers or architects
1.1.2 understand more about how the world works

1.2 we're ignoring A LOT of circuit information in this class
1.2.1 no capacitors
1.2.2 no AC
1.2.3 no multi-phase circuits
1.2.4 no impedance matching

1.3 we will tell huge stinking lies in this class in order to convince ourselves the world works differently 
than it actually does.

1.4 Lots of people teach circuits in the most difficult way possible: start with memorizing formulas and 
eventually get around to talking circuits: www.physics.uoguelph.ca—index.html

1.5 Lots of people try and make analogies to water or other physical models that don't map well
1.6 like learning a language -- you don't learn all the verbs, then all the nouns, you learn in circles.

2 What is a circuit?
2.1 path for electricity to flow through
2.2 has a source and a load
2.3 short circuit

2.3.1 example with a switch
2.3.2 what's a circuit breaker?

3 Basics of Electricity
3.1 direct current (we use) vs. alternating (we won't use)

3.1.1 positive and negative and ground
3.2 voltage

3.2.1 potential to do work
3.2.2 scaling: 12v is twice the potential of 6v
3.2.3 a volt isn't very much: a AA battery provides 1.2V
3.2.4 similar to physics:  A brick held a foot off the ground has more potential energy than a piece of 

paper
3.2.5 Examples of DC current

3.2.5.1 Arduino and digital logic typically use 0-5V DC
3.2.5.2 Cars were 6v, then 12v, now moving to 24v and 48v
3.2.5.3 Just about anything that's battery powered
3.2.5.4 things that use an "AC adaptor" when plugged into the wall: digital cameras, phone 

chargers, radios.
3.3 current / amperage

3.3.1 how fast a "volt" moves through the circuit
3.3.2 measured in amps, "1 amp" is actually a fair amount

3.4 Voltage + Current
3.4.1 safety note: Voltage burns, Current kills

3.4.1.1  Stunguns are 50KV at 1-2mA.
3.4.1.2  15-20mA at 12V is "ow" and lose muscle control (strong TENS unit)
3.4.1.3 100mA across the chest for more than a few seconds will probably kill you.
3.4.1.4 An electric power drill uses  20-30x what it takes to kill you,  typical AC outlet is capable of 

delivering 15-20A.
3.4.1.5 300-600V at a low amperage can cause a nasty burn
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3 Basics of Electricity

3.4 Voltage + Current
3.4.1 safety note: Voltage burns, Current kills

3.4.1.4 An electric power drill uses  20-30x what it takes to kill you,  typical AC outlet is capable of 
delivering 15-20A.

3.4.1.5 300-600V at a low amperage can cause a nasty burn
3.4.2 digital logic is typically 5V 20ma (lots of components have ratings in this range)
3.4.3 Arduino pins are rated at 5V and 40mA.  Won't kill you.
3.4.4 batteries are rated for V and amp/hour:   ex AA NiMH battery is 1.2V 1800mAh
3.4.5 components are rated for various volts/amps
3.4.6 watt is a useful unit of power based current and voltage

3.4.6.1 watts = volts x Amps
3.4.6.2 1W = 1V x 1A (rare)
3.4.6.3 1W = 6V x 160mA  (more likely)
3.4.6.4 arduino: 200mW = 5v * 40mA
3.4.6.5 typical wall outlet:  2.4kW = 120V * 20A;

3.5 Load / resistance
3.5.1 other half of a circuit

3.5.1.1 load is where the voltage+current goes
3.5.2 converting our volts and amps into something useful

3.5.2.1 light
3.5.2.2 heat
3.5.2.3 motion

3.5.3 resistance is measured in Ohms
3.5.4 things with lots of resistance, relatively speaking:

3.5.4.1 motors
3.5.4.2 lights

3.5.5 things with little or zero resistance:
3.5.5.1 water
3.5.5.2 most metal
3.5.5.3 switches
3.5.5.4 LEDs -- very important to remember

3.5.6 Oddballs:
3.5.6.1 conductive thread: measurable resistance per foot, the more you use the more electricity 

gets lost as heat.
4 Tying source and load together to make a circuit

4.1 ohm's law:  V = I  * R.   Given two of the three, you can determine the other:
ex 1:  I have 5V and 40mA, and I want a current limiting resistor that will keep my circuit from frying 
(see diagrams sheet for the circuit diagram) while delivering max power to the LED

1 V = 5V (arduino) - 1.5V (LED, from back of the package) = 3.5V
2 I = desired current through the LED = 39mA (near full power.)
3 R = V / I = 3.5 / .039 = 89.74, find the nearest resistor above 89Ohms, probably 100 Ohms

ex 2: I have an LED that will fry if I give it more than 5mA (this information is on the back of the LED 
package)

1 V = 5V (arduino) - 1.5V (LED, from back of the package) = 3.5V
2 I = desired current through the LED = 5mA
3 R = V / I = 3.5 / .005 = 700, find the nearest resistor above 700 Ohms, probably 1kohm

5 digital circuits
5.1 Some voltage V == ON, no voltage == OFF.  Typically 5V, but newer stuff is 3.3V or less
5.2 communicates only binary states: something is on or off
5.3 useful for logic and some sensors

6 other components you might see while looking up Arduino stuff online  (and to be talked about in the 
future)
6.1 diodes to direct where electricity flows
6.2 current-limiting resistors
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6 other components you might see while looking up Arduino stuff online  (and to be talked about in the 
future)
6.1 diodes to direct where electricity flows
6.2 current-limiting resistors
6.3 transistors to amplify a signal
6.4 transistors to drive high power devices

7 Notes
7.1 nice guide to circuit symbols:   www.kpsec.freeuk.com—symbol.htm

8 The Big Lie
8.1 the electrons flow from the negative side to the positive side, not the way we draw them on paper.


